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Heroes of 
Covid-19

We’re celebrating the heroes 
of Covid-19 in the latest edition 
of The Tail.

Whether making face masks for 
colleagues, going the extra mile 
to keep our practices going or 
delivering vital medication to 
vulnerable clients, we’ve seen 
heart-warming acts of kindness, 
resilience and solidarity during a 
traumatic four months with the 
world in the grip of a pandemic.

Six months ago, none of us could 
have imagined how our world – 
and our lives – would be thrown 
into turmoil by this new virus.

The summer edition of The Tail 
is a celebration of our Covid-19 
heroes, who make us proud to 
be part of VetPartners by 
being supportive, dedicated 
and collaborative.

Shining stars 
of Covid-19

Meet award 
winner Claire

Look after 
your wellbeing

News from 
France and Italy
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Vet Mandy Hood who delivers medication to vulnerable 
clients whilst out running – full story page 3



HEROES OF COVID-19

Jo is great at stitching!

As the practice’s clinical director, she led 
her team through their biggest challenge 
as they got to grips with new ways of 
working during the pandemic.

On top of veterinary work, she’s been 
responsible for rotas, risk assessments, 
complaint handling, new protocols and 
ensuring guidance from VetPartners 
reached colleagues.

But Jo still managed to find time to make 
amazing, colourful face masks after using 
her love of sewing as a way to relax 
at weekends.

THERE’S no masking the high 
esteem in which Jo Cobbett 
is held by colleagues at 
Eastgate Vets.

Using oddments of material, she made 
nearly 100 masks for colleagues working 
across their three branches in Bury St 
Edmunds, Thetford and Mildenhall.

Jo said: “Sewing is so relaxing so I often sit 
down at my sewing machine. I’ve enjoyed 
making masks for the team, my family 
and our village pre-school nursery.

“I have a huge stash of leftover material in 
an array of patterns, from Disney to teddy 
bears, flowers, polka dots, tractors and 
fish, and all I had to do was buy elastic 
and thread.”

By displaying VetPartners’ values, 
including being supportive, collaborative 
and approachable, Jo was recognised with 
a Nettie award, which she dedicated to 
her colleagues.

Mandy goes the extra mile
NEWCASTLE vet Mandy Hood 
has been pounding the pavements 
to ensure poorly pets receive vital 
medication during lockdown.
Keen runner Mandy, left, who works 
for Westway Vets, has been delivering 
medication and flea and worm treatment 
during her lunchtime runs.

Her kind-hearted gesture has provided 
a vital service for elderly and vulnerable 
clients, unable to come into the surgery 
to collect medication because they were 
shielding or self-isolating. On one occasion, 
she even bought dog food for an elderly 
client. Mandy has clocked up 50 miles 
delivering medication – great training

for the 39-year-old, who runs for Heaton 
Harriers, and has completed two Great 
North Runs and 47 park runs.

Mandy said: “Westway was offering 
deliveries to vulnerable clients who were 
self-isolating or shielding if they needed 
repeat prescriptions or medication. I 
decided to start running and I’ve had 
a lovely reaction from clients who 
appreciated the gesture.

“It has created a close bond with our 
clients as we are part of the community. 
It was important owners maintained 
medication for these animals because 
of the conditions they have.”

AS the UK prepared to go into 
lockdown, the VetPartners IT 
team faced a frantic race against 
time to equip practice teams with 
technology to work from home.

After buying more than 100 laptops, 
the task of setting them up and 
ensuring access to the practice 
management system fell to Jordan 
Parsons, first line analyst in the 
central team in York, and 
his colleagues.

With everyone working from home, 
Jordan continued to go into Spitfire 
House to man the help desk during 
the biggest logistical operation we 
have ever faced.

His hard work has been rewarded 
with a Nettie award.

As well as a cuddly Nettie mascot 
and certificate, Jordan receives 
a £250 Love2shop voucher - and 
guess what he plans to buy? 
A new laptop!

Jordan, who joined VetPartners on 
an IT apprenticeship nearly three 
years ago, said: “I’ve never been 
involved in an operation as big as 
that and it was a huge challenge.”

Jordan’s tops
Crafty: Vet Jo Cobbett 
at her sewing machine

Proud: Jordan Parsons with award and CEO Jo Malone
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Welcome
THE spirit of warmth and belonging we’ve created at 
VetPartners was never more important than when we were in 
the grip of the global pandemic.

The Covid-19 health crisis created the biggest challenge our 
family of practices have ever faced, and are ever likely to in 
the future (I hope!)

The whole experience completely changed our way of working 
and our way of living. But I believe we will emerge stronger 
than ever after showing great adaptability and resilience.

I am so proud of how our practice teams showed great 
resourcefulness and togetherness to continue providing 
veterinary care, while protecting colleagues and clients.J0 MALONE, CEO

Our five veterinary practices in Italy had 
to adapt even more quickly than their 
UK counterparts to new social distancing 
protocols and ways of working after the 
country became the epicentre of Europe’s 
coronavirus outbreak.

We learned so much from their 
experiences and were able to share advice 
and ideas, which shows the real value of 
being part of a larger group.

The values were hold so dearly 
at VetPartners, such as working 
collaboratively and supporting each other, 
have never been so important.

We closed a quarter of our 500 small 
animal, equine, farm and mixed sites 
during March, April and May to consolidate 
resources to counter reduced staffing 
levels due to protecting vulnerable

employees or those facing childcare 
challenges. The safety, health and 
wellbeing of clients, pets and our 
teams was our key priority.

We’ve had to adapt to different ways 
of working and treating animals. 
As a profession, we have shown 
we’re adaptable and versatile during 
unprecedented times.

Our five veterinary practices in Italy 
had to adapt even more quickly than their 
UK counterparts to new social distancing 
protocols and ways of working after the 
country became the epicentre of Europe’s 
coronavirus outbreak.

With no blueprint on how to work under 
such circumstances, our Italian colleagues 
faced unprecedented times as most other 
nations, including the UK, were

approximately two weeks behind in the 
number of Covid-19 deaths. 

We learned so much from their 
experiences and were able to share advice 
and ideas, which shows the real value of 
being part of a larger group.

I am so proud of how you have all come 
through this challenging time.

Our team members in practice, those 
on furlough and those working from 
home, all played their part over the past 
three months. We care about everyone’s 
wellbeing and will always act in the best 
interests of our practices and employees. 
We are one family and, as we know, family 
always comes first.
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In my view
In each edition of The Tail, we’ll be asking what makes VetPartners 
so special.

Here, Director of Clinical Research and Excellence in Practice 
Rachel Dean, shares her view…. 

AT VetPartners, we deliver outstanding care in lots of different ways. It is about making sure 
the patient has the right treatment at the right time. That does not mean that we do the 
same thing for everyone. 

It’s very important that our clinical teams have freedom to make the right decisions for their 
own patients. We do not tell people what to do. Instead, we equip them well to make good 
decisions for their patients.

When our clinical teams talk about outstanding care, they talk about constantly trying to 
improve the standards of care that we deliver, being patient-centred and making sure that 
the animal is at the centre of the decision we make. 

It’s also about taking our clients’ opinions into account and good team work, including 
respecting and valuing each other’s opinions, talking about errors when they happen and 
finding healthy solutions.

Caring: Mandy Hood out running



PRACTICE NEWS

Arundell move back on track

WORK is underway to turn 
an empty shopping unit 
into a new main practice 
for Arundell Vets after 
a delay caused by the 
coronavirus shutdown.

The new practice at the Kirk Sandall 
shopping mall in Doncaster will have 
four consulting rooms, a prep room, 
two operating theatres, an isolation 
unit, separate cat and dog facilities 
and improved parking.

It will also  boast the latest high-
tech equipment, including a digital 
imaging suite with ultrasound and

x-ray, dental room and two operating 
theatres. Work had been due to start in 
February but was suspended due to 
the pandemic.

Arundell Vets hopes the new practice will 
achieve hospital status from the Royal 
College of Veterinary Surgeons because of 
its enhanced facilities and standard of care.

Clinical director Steve Arundell said: “The 
new practice will be a massive improvement. 
It will enable us to offer additional services 
with the new equipment, a better experience 
for clients coming to the practice with 
improved parking, and better facilities for 
in-patients as it will be more comfortable.”

Tower revamp
NOW that clients are allowed back 
inside Tower Vets, they’re in for a 
surprise at the York practice’s 
new look.

During lockdown, Tower Vets 
underwent the biggest transformation 
in its history to turn its main Fulford 
branch into a modern, vibrant practice.

The number of consult rooms has 
doubled to reduce waiting times and 
enable the introduction of nursing 
clinics, reception has been moved into 
a revamped waiting room to improve 
client care, and there is a new cat 
-only area. 

With a nod to York’s rich history and 
landmarks, the four consult rooms 
have been called Eboracum, Jorvik, 
River Foss and Clifford’s Tower.

Practice Manager Lisa Winter said: 
“The practice looked old and jaded 
so we are delighted with the 
investment that has transformed the 
practice. It looks amazing and will 
improve efficiency and the flow of 
clients in the practice.”

New air conditioning and heating 
systems have been installed and the 
practice has also been decorated.Happy: Joint hospital managers Chris Butler and Claire Ashworth are relieved to be back

Flood-hit hospital celebrates milestone
VALLEY Veterinary Hospital celebrates 
its first anniversary this month after 
overcoming the trauma caused by 
devastating floods and Covid-19.

The showpiece hospital in Gwaelod y 
Garth, near Cardiff, underwent major  
repair work after it was destroyed by  
Storm Dennis in February – a disaster 
that saw vets, nurses and 16 in-patients 
evacuated by fire crews in the middle  
of the night with the hospital under  
five-feet of flood water.

Rebuilding work was completed just  
as the UK went into lockdown in March,  
and Valley Veterinary Hospital has been 
a central hub handling emergency cases 
from across South Wales.

Joint hospital manager Chris Butler  
said: “The builders were three-quarters  
of the way into the building project when 
the pandemic kicked in so it was a frantic 
race to complete.

“As a busy emergency hospital, the  
last few months have been extremely  
challenging as we needed to handle urgent  
cases while keeping everyone safe.

“Having the hospital open again has 
been a lifesaver for the 35 practices 
we served during the pandemic because 
many practices were struggling and  
referring cases as they didn’t have  
usual staffing levels.

“We’ve come through it, thanks to a great 
team and support from VetPartners.”

The hospital celebrates its first anniversary 
on July 22nd.

Valley Veterinary Hospital was created  
from an empty warehouse, which was  
transformed into a pet hospital - the  
most high-tech facility of its kind in  
Wales – at a cost of £2million.

Excited: Steve Arundell with practice manager 
Natalie Arundell and nurse Kimberley Lewis

Modern: Practice manager Lisa Winter in new reception
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Baptism of fire as Kathy 
lands her dream role 

AFTER 35 years as a veterinary 
nurse at a busy West Yorkshire 
surgery, Kathy Bailey thought 
she’d experienced all the 
challenges that treating poorly 
or injured pets could bring.

But, within days of being promoted to 
her dream job as Shearbridge Veterinary 
Centre head veterinary nurse, Kathy had 
to prepare the practice for new ways of 
working as the UK went into lockdown.

Four of the six-strong nursing team was 
sent home to self-isolate so the practice 
could protect vulnerable colleagues.

Kathy and the remaining practice team 
members had to pull together to ensure 
they could still offer emergency or urgent 
treatment for pets.

It meant a baptism of fire for Kathy 
after stepping up to the key role at 
Shearbridge, which has practices 
in Queensbury, near Bradford, and 
Hipperholme, near Halifax, 

Her leadership and hard work led  
to her receiving a Nettie award from 
VetPartners.

Kathy said: “This is the most challenging 
time in all my years at the practice. 

Like many people, I was scared and 
wondered how we would function. I 
wanted to ensure the team was safe 
and protected at home as some have 
underlying conditions that made them 
vulnerable, but we still want to provide 
care for our patients.

“Luckily, I know the practice very  
well so that helped, and we have come 
through the storm and everybody is 
safe and well. Our clients have been 
supportive and understood that we were 
doing our best during a difficult time.”

Kathy joined Shearbridge Vets as a 
temporary nurse when she was 18 and, 
after impressing in the role, was offered a 
full-time job, but she waited 35 years for 
the head nurse role.

She added: “When I was younger,  
the opportunity came up to be head 
nurse but I had young children, so  
when it came up this year, I decided  
to go for it.”

Emma brings comfort to grieving owners

Hayley rises to challenge to help pet

AFTER the heartbreak of a  
much-loved family dog having  
to be put to sleep in a car park 
with the UK in the grip of 
Covid-19, Emma Nicholson 
wanted to bring comfort  
to clients.

Emma created a quiet area in a patch 
of garden at Eastgate Vets in Bury St 
Edmunds, where pets could be put to 
sleep during a time when clients were 
unable to enter the building.

With help from husband Edward, she cut 
the grass and weeded, and donated a 
gazebo and coffee table.

WHEN a poorly dog came into 
Woodcroft Veterinary Hospital at  
the height of the pandemic, RVN 
Hayley Blackmore didn’t think 
twice about  helping – even 
though his owner had died  
of Covid-19.

Hayley and colleagues Natalie Allers and 
Lydia Royston donned double gowns, 
gloves, hats and masks to provide 
emergency treatment for the Bichon 
Frise, who was suffering from seizures.

It meant a military operation to ensure 
safety, with the risk of infection 
uppermost in their minds, but it summed 
up the spirit of determination of the team.

Colleagues were not surprised by Hayley’s 
actions because she continually went 
above and beyond with the country in  
the grip of a deadly virus, and became  
the voice of the nursing team.

It wasn’t the only example of Emma’s kind, 
caring personality that has now earned a 
Nettie award for displaying our values. 

After finishing work, Emma, branch 
manager at Eastgate’s Mildenhall surgery, 
delivered pet food, medicine and even 
ashes to vulnerable and elderly clients  
who were shielding at home.

“People were struggling and I wanted 
to help because I’ve got to know a lot of 
clients after working here for 15 years,”  
she said.

“Many wanted to have a chat because 
they hadn’t seen anyone for a while and 
were lonely.”

Hayley, who has an exotics certificate, has 
been rewarded with a Nettie award.

Caring: Hayley Blackmore rewarded with a Nettie
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PRACTICE NEWSHEROES OF COVID-19

Kind: Emma Nicholson in quiet corner 
she created for grieving owners

Promotion: Kathy Bailey at practice



SPECIAL FOCUS VETPARTNERS NEWS

 

Catwoman Claire is super-hero to pets
CLAIRE Shepherd is the pride of 
VetPartners after being named 
Veterinary Nurse of the Year in 
the Petplan Awards – the Oscars 
of the veterinary profession.

Claire, who works at Parker & 
Crowther Vets in Merseyside, was 
among nearly 19,000 veterinary 
professionals nominated in the 
awards that recognise hard work 
and dedication.

Here, Claire explains what she 
loves most about her job….Winner: Claire with her trophy  

and rescue collie Mya

Future: Vincent Parez predicts further European growth for VetPartners

Praise: Italy MD David Giraldi is proud of his teamsHow did you feel about being named Petplan Veterinary 
Nurse of the Year? 
I was absolutely thrilled. I’m so grateful to everyone who 
nominated me.

Why did you want to be a veterinary nurse? 
I had always worked with animals before training to be 
a nurse.

After studying for a zoology degree at Liverpool John 
Moores University, I worked at Freshfields Animal Rescue 
in Liverpool, before becoming a veterinary care assistant at 
the PDSA.

I felt that having the knowledge that comes with the RVN 
title would enable me to help more animals and help them 
more effectively.

What do you love most about your job? 
Knowing that you have improved the situation for a 
sick, injured or well animal, whilst also helping a worried 
owner, whether directly using nursing skills or by giving 
good advice.

Tell us about the team at Parker & Crowther? 
The team at Parker and Crowther is great. We all work well 
together, support each other when times get hard and have 
a good few laughs in between.

How did you become the practice’s cat advocate? 
I recently completed a Diploma in Feline Nursing through  
the International Society of Feline Medicine.

The practice is in the process of making our branches  
feline-friendly. This involves improving our kennel areas, 
waiting room and consult rooms for our feline patients. 

It also involves all members of the team thinking in a new 
way. The aim is to make visiting the veterinary practice a 
less stressful experience for cats.

After expanding into Italy in 2019, with the acquisition 
of five practices, VetPartners will welcome its first 
French practices by early autumn.

Vincent Parez, Managing Director of VetPartners France, 
believes the effects of the global health crisis will herald 
further transformation of the veterinary profession.

“I think one of the consequences of the pandemic will 
be an acceleration in the number of practices seeking 
to be part of larger veterinary groups,” he said.

“What this health crisis has done is highlight that  
being part of a network of practices is better than 
working alone. When you are part of a family of 
practices sharing the same objectives and values,  
you don’t feel alone and you have support.

“We have already received a lot of interest from practice 
owners and, now we are returning to normal life, the first 
French practices will be joining VetPartners.”

Our veterinary practices in Italy had to adapt even more quickly 
to new social distancing protocols and ways of working after the 
country became the epicentre of Europe’s coronavirus outbreak.

While veterinary services have returned to normal at 
VetPartners’ five practices across northern Italy, social distancing 
measures, the wearing of PPE and new protective screens in 
reception remain in place. New ways of working for the 170 vets, 
nurses and receptionists will continue.

David Giraldi, MD in Italy, believes the veterinary profession 
demonstrated great resourcefulness and togetherness to 
continue providing veterinary care, while protecting colleagues 
and clients during the international effort to  
fight coronavirus.

“Covid-19 brought a big challenge and Italy had to respond 
immediately and lead the way in Europe,” he said.

“What really helped us was being able to respond quickly 
and get organised because we were already open to change. 
VetPartners practices have invested in customer care, the 
welfare of our people, team work and leadership. We care about 
the safety, health and wellbeing of clients, pets and our teams.

“The combination of being part of a group, having a resilient 
mindset and agile thinking enabled us adapt quickly.”

Congratulations to Ben Pugh, who was shortlisted for Petplan Vet of the Year.
Ben, who works at Byron Vets Surgery, part of Ashfield House Veterinary Hospital, was among 18,876 
veterinary professionals to be nominated by clients and colleagues in the awards that recognise the 
hard work and dedication of veterinary team members.

“It’s lovely to be recognised,” he said. “I do my job to the best of my ability and always try to go the 
extra mile, but I wouldn’t be able to do that without the wonderful team here.”

THE plumes of smoke that stretched 
across Australia during the devastating 
bushfires touched the hearts of  
everyone at VetPartners.
The most catastrophic bushfires in the country’s 
history saw more than 12 million hectares of forest 
and bushland burnt, killing at least 1.25 billion animals.

Practice teams donated first aid and medical  
supplies to the rescue effort after a state of 
emergency was declared.

How did you get involved as a volunteer for charities? 
Since I was a teenager, I have volunteered at animal rescue 
centres. It led to employment and then evolved into me 
training as a nurse. 

My passion lies with preventing animals becoming unwanted 
where possible through education and neutering, and then 
assisting the ones that do need to find new homes. 

I’m a volunteer with Warrington Animal Welfare, where I was 
part of the team that recently neutered more than 70 cats  
to reduce unwanted litters. I’ve also  
volunteered four times with Skiathos  
Cat Welfare Association, working on  
a neutering programme to reduce the  
island’s stray cat population, as well  
as providing flea and worm treatment.

What ambitions do you have for  
the future? 
I want to encourage and promote  
the virtues of adopting companion  
animals. I also want to continue  
and expand community neutering  
programs both at home with Warrington  
Animal Welfare and abroad with Skiathos  
Cat Welfare Association.

www.warringtonanimalwelfare.org.uk

www.skiathos-cats.org

What do you enjoy most about being part of VetPartners? 
Their support of career development.

We all make the tea at VetPartners, but who makes the best 
and worst cuppa in your practice? 
Fiona Parker definitely makes the best coffee and Kathryn 
Gibbs makes a great brew. I couldn’t possibly name and 
shame the worst brew maker!

Award: Claire is an ISFM  
cat advocate

Caring: Claire volunteers for local charities
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VETPARTNERS’ expansion across Europe  
is set to continue with the group preparing 
to welcome its first French practices.

THE managing director of VetPartners Italy 
believes the veterinary profession will emerge 
stronger than ever after showing great adaptability 
and resilience in the face of the global health crisis.

VetPartners raises funds for bushfire victims
VetPartners’ central team in York 
raised £369.74 for the Australia 
bushfire appeal through a cake sale.

The money has now been donated 
to Wildlife Rescue South Coast, a 
volunteer-run organisation in New 
South Wales which helps birds, 
reptiles and mammals.

Months after the fires, their 
volunteers are still looking after 
wildlife in their care. 

Bienvenue to our first 
French practices 

We’re stronger together, 
says Italy MD David

Yummy: Cake sale at Spitfire House



VETPARTNERS NEWS

VetPartners’ call to retailers

Business launch
A NEW nationwide service for 
the food export industry has 
been launched by VetPartners.

Exports By Vets is a dedicated veterinary 
service providing export health certifica-
tion for the global distribution of food and 
products of animal origin.

VetPartners’ scale and reach means the 
group is able to meet growing demand 
from the food processing and food export 
industry for Export Health Certification 
(EHC) for the worldwide distribution of 
British food and animal products.

The on-site service can be provided in any 
location by qualified Official Veterinarians 
(OVs) with extensive experience in the

food export sector, ensuring an efficient 
service tailored to customer requirements.

Ashley Marshall, national lead for Exports 
By Vets, said: “There is huge demand for 
this service from food producers and the 
global market for Great British produce. 
VetPartners can provide a national service, 
with all the benefits of a big team with 
local contacts, that is reliable and 
well-supported.

“We have an experienced support network 
of vets with a wealth of knowledge and 
expertise in this industry, covering the 
human and pet food markets. Our OVs 
ensure that products have been through 
all processes required by the exporters 
to meet the requirements of the importing 
company, and we verify products we are 
signing off have gone into containers.”

VETPARTNERS has called on the retail 
and food service sector to give priority to 
British produce, even if future trade deals 
enable the import of foods produced to 
lower standards. 

With the backing of clinical directors at 
out 28 farm or mixed practices, VetPartners 
Farm Director Ian Cure contacted the UK’s 
main retailers to discuss how they can 
support British farmers.

Ian said: “We are asking retailers to 
prioritise a range of Red Tractor-certified 
produce at varying prices, while avoiding 
designating shelf space to imports of a 
lower quality. These sectors have a high 
level of influence, as consumers will pick 
from what is clearly available, which is 
why we see it as the best way to support 
our farmers.”

Within VetPartners there is pride in the 
higher welfare standards currently achieved 
by the UK farming sector.

Ian added: “We see it as imperative that 
higher welfare standards are maintained, 
while reducing the carbon footprint of our 
food supply – it’s the right, sustainable 
thing to do.”

Supporting a new 
generation of vets

Young farm vets on the VetPartners 
New Graduate Programme are able 
to tap into advice and support to help 
them develop their careers, or if they 
simply want a sympathetic ear on the 
other end of a phone.

Tim Potter, senior clinical director at 
Westpoint Farm Vets in West Sussex, 
is responsible for mentoring students 
himself or arranging for support from 
other senior vets.

The mentoring sessions are held face-
to-face or on the phone, and young 
vets will also be signposted to a range 
of support services, including wellbeing 
advice, learning and development, HR 
and specific clinical advice.

Tim said: “People coming out of 
university experience a massive change 
in lifestyle. Farm vets in particular can 
find themselves isolated as they’re not 
always in the practice with their team 
immediately around them.

“We want to ensure they have a wider 
network they can rely on and having 
an external mentor provides a safe 
space to discuss concerns, challenges, 
mistakes or successful outcomes.”

A MENTORING programme 
aimed at supporting the 
clinical development and 
wellbeing of new farm vets 
has been hailed as a success.

Caring: Tim Potter is a mentor

Happy: Ashley Marshall says there a huge demand for service

Lobbying: Ian Cure wants to maintain high welfare standards

Supporting each other is the key to wellbeing

After a gruelling four months, filled 
with fear and uncertainty, as well as an 
increased workload for reduced teams, 
the VetPartners Wellbeing Group wants 
to ensure everyone knows where to seek 
practical or emotional support.

Everyone has had to adapt to new ways 
of working and there have been tough 
challenges for those who continued to 
work through the health crisis, as well as 
for those who were furloughed.

Wellbeing Group co-chair Steph Walsh 
said: “This certainly has been a challenging 
time for everyone’s mental health.

SUPPORT and advice is on 
hand for colleagues whose 
mental health has been  
affected by the pandemic.

“For those on furlough, after the initial 
break, they can feel forgotten and unable 
to contribute. Also, anxiety builds about 
their own health and their family’s health 
as many were on furlough if they were 
vulnerable or had young children and 
child care issues. For those who continued 
to work, after the initial buzz, many are 
now tired, under strain and less tolerant 
so frustrations can build.

“VetPartners has always been keen to 
encourage inclusivity and togetherness, 
and even if we have not shared the same 
Covid-19 journey, we need to understand 
and appreciate what we’ve all been 
through and support each other.

“Hopefully there will be shoots of 
regrowth and reconnection as we share 
our stories and work together to be a 
work family once again.”

Wellbeing Group 
top five tips for 
looking after 
ourselves

Access the Wellbeing 
Group’s resources, with 
lots of tips, on vetNet. 
Vetlife, the BVA and the 
VDS also have lots 
of online resources.

Speak to your practice 
wellbeing champion 
for advice.

Take a look at the 
benefits available from 
www.healthshield.co.uk

Be kind – you don’t 
know what others are 
going through.

If you have any concerns 
about wellbeing, speak 
to your line manager.

1

2

3

4

5

something that could lead to your 
ostracization is essential to being able 
to function fully in the workplace.  

I am so happy to work for a larger 
veterinary group where sexuality is 
regarded as just one part of a person, 
and not as a defining characteristic, 
and I hope that others have similar, 
equally positive experiences.

Useful contacts for help or support with 
any of the issues raised:

Stonewall – www.stonewall.org.uk

BVA Group – British Veterinary LGBT+ 
bvlgbt@gmail.com or on Facebook

Vetlife –https://www.vetlife.org.uk/work-
issues/bullying-discrimination/lgbt-inclusion/

For VetPartners employees – 
www.healthshield.co.uk

they will be accepted and valued for who 
they are.

Coming from Ireland, and having 
personally experienced a culture of 
homophobia, both in a university setting, 
but also while on EMS (though I hope 
others have had better experiences!), the 
moment I knew I wanted to make Westway 
Vets my work home was when I visited for 
a day following a skype interview.

A team member was openly discussing 
her female partner and what they had 
been up to at the weekend. This was 
treated exactly the same as anyone 
discussing an opposite-sex partner, 
which was a refreshing change given 
my experience.

VetPartners practices – and for me 
specifically at Westway Vets - have 
proved a supportive place to work.

Being able to express unreservedly who 
you are at work is a wonderful thing. It 
removes a layer of stress. Not having to 
walk on eggshells in case you divulge 

Here at VetPartners, we do not tolerate 
discrimination, and believe in equality 
of opportunity for all, regardless 
of ethnicity, sexuality and gender. 
#wearefamily

Celebrating our values

Throughout 
June, we marked 
LGBTQ+ Pride 
Month by 
celebrating our 
inclusive and 
diverse culture.  

Here, vet Valerie Tierney, 
who works at Westway Vets 
in Newcastle, discusses the 
importance of working for 
a group that supports team 
members to be themselves.

VETPARTNERS encapsulates its 
culture and values nicely in the tagline 
#WeAreFamily. 

Creating this welcoming atmosphere, and 
celebrating inclusiveness and diversity, is 
important as it reminds all employees that

Caring: Wellbeing Group co-chairs Steph Walsh and James Farrell with our wellbeing booklet
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Becki’s nursing successGalloping ahead
WELL done to RVN Becki 
Caygill, who has passed 
her Nursing Certificate 
in Anaesthesia with 
flying colours.

Becki, pictured, who works at Minster 
Vets in York, already has a qualification 
in oral care, but wanted to add to her 
knowledge and love of anaesthesia.

A NEW school of equine nursing, established by 
VetPartners, is set to welcome its second intake 
of students from September.

The VetPartners Equine Nursing School is based at Liphook 
Equine Hospital in Hampshire, one of our flagship equine 
hospitals.

VetSkill is set to become the new awarding body of the two-
year diploma in Equine Veterinary Nursing (EVN) in place of 
City & Guilds.

The course is structured on 
a block release basis over 
six weeks of the year, 
enabling students to study 
while continuing to work at 
their own practice. It will 
also offer students the 
opportunity to obtain the 
Suitably Qualified Person 
(SQP) qualification within 
the EVN Diploma.

The 10 study units cover a wide range of subjects, including 
infection control operating theatre practice, emergency and 
critical care, reproductions and neonatal care, diagnostic 
imaging and anaesthesia.

The VetPartners School of Equine Nursing is looking for 
applications from suitable candidates from VetPartners 
practices, and this year plans to offer places to practices and 
students from outside the group.

Liphook Equine Hospital Business Director Carrie Goodbourn 
said: “This is a really exciting opportunity for students 
because they will come out of the course, not only with an 
EVN qualification, but they will also be an SQP, which is a very 
versatile qualification.

“We had a significant number of students on the course 
during the first year. We are expecting a similar number on 
the next cohort, which is exciting for the profession.”

To apply for a place, or for further information, please 
contact VetPartners Equine Nursing School Head of Centre 
Rosina Lillywhite at Rosina.Lillywhite@theLEH.co.uk

Cats and their owners can 
now benefit from 
a separate waiting area, 
away from the noise of 
barking dogs, which helps to 
make visits to the practice 
less stressful.

Blankets are also available 
to cover pet carriers and 
owners are given advice 
about how to keep their 
cats calm, while team 
members have undergone 
training in how to handle 
stressed cats. In the cat 
ward, hospitalised patients 
can relax in their cages 
with igloos.

Practice Manager Karen 
Hutton said: “We recognised 
because of their unique 
personalities and needs, 
bringing cats to the vets 
can be stressful.

“The Cat-Friendly Clinic 
programme has helped us 
take a fresh look at how we 
help feline patients. We’ve 
been delighted by feedback 
from clients who feel it 
makes visits much easier.”

Nursing assistant Melanie 
Sterling has been appointed 
as a ‘cat advocate’ to ensure 
the practice maintains the 
standards set.

PRINCE Bishop Vets’ 
dedication to kitty care 
has been rewarded 
with a silver status and 
seen it named as a Cat-
Friendly Clinic by 
the ISFM.

Vet practice is the 
cat’s whiskers

Puppy love
NURSES at Ashworth Vets in Hampshire haven’t let the 
health crisis wreck their hopes of helping clients to enjoy 
their new puppies.

Social distancing restrictions meant puppy parties at 
their Farnborough surgery had to be cancelled, so senior 
veterinary nurse Kerry Lambert and fellow RVN Nicole 
Crooks organised virtual parties on Zoom instead.

Not being able to bring their new pets to the practice to 
socialise with other puppies did nothing to deter seven 
enthusiastic owners, who attended the course.

Kerry shared tips on nutrition, toilet training, dental care, 
preventative healthcare and how to socialise puppies 
during a pandemic, while Nicole advised on behaviour.

Kerry said: “We have been focusing on new ways of 
working, and adapted the way we support owners so they 
can raise a healthy and happy puppy during the pandemic. 
We’ve been giving tips on how to socialise pets and deal 
with separation anxiety when owners return to work.”

The annual pet show organised by Ashworth Vets at their 
local carnival also had to be adapted – but managed to 
raise a whopping £1,000.

Owners entered photos of their pets for fun classes, 
including best trick, best sofa surfer and fastest eater. 
The practice judged the winners and even had fun entering 
themselves for the event, raising funds for Pets As Therapy.

Nicole’s hard work pays off
HALE Vets nursing manager Nicole Archer-Fairley 
has passed her RCVS Advanced Diploma in 
Veterinary Nursing with a high-grade distinction.

Nicole studied during evenings and weekends and 
attended college lectures every other month for 
two and a half years to achieve the qualification.

She specialised in anaesthesia, theatre practice 
and surgery, and, in her final year, completed 
a project on reducing stress within veterinary 
nursing.

Her efforts are already paying dividends as she 
has introduced stress-busting ideas, such as 
regular nurse meetings and exercise, while her 
updated theatre skillsare improving services.

Nicole, pictured, said “The course was 
challenging as I was working full-time but the 
practice supported me, both financially and with 
time off for exams.

“I’m delighted to have passed with distinction. 
I would definitely recommend the course as it has 
improved my knowledge, which has benefited me 
and and the practice as a whole.”

Becki, who developed a love of caring for animals while 
growing up on a farm, plans to do further qualifications 
in anaesthesia.

“It has broadened my knowledge of anaesthesia across small 
animals, equine and exotics, and I feel much more confident 
about the whole subject,” she said.

“I learned about different anaesthetics for different 
patients and procedures, about the monitoring equipment 
and recovery. Now I’d like to learn more by doing a 
further course.”

It meant a year of studying but she was able to combine 
the course with her full-time job.

Owners can count on 
Emma for advice
CHESHIRE’S poorly pets are in safe hands – thanks 
to award-winning veterinary nurse Emma Penn.

Emma, who is head nurse at Middlewich Veterinary 
Surgery, was recognised as the top of her profession in 
awards for registered animal medicines advisors.

She was named as veterinary nurse animal medicine 
advisor of the year at the Animal Medicines Training 
Regulatory Authority (AMTRA) awards.

AMTRA is appointed by Defra to keep a register of 
Suitably Qualified Persons (SQPs) like Emma, who 
undertake continuing professional training and abide 
by their code of practice.

Emma is qualified to advise pet owners on preventative 
healthcare, including flea and worm treatments, and can 
prescribe and dispense certain medications instead of 
clients having to see a vet.

She said: “I am passionate about helping our clients 
provide the best care for their pets, as well as 
educating owners.

“My role as an AMTRA advisor gives me a thorough 
knowledge of the products and how to use them, and it 
enables me to explain and consult with clients to ensure 
the most suitable and safest treatment for pets.”

Middlewich Veterinary Surgery is part of Willows 
Veterinary Group.

Success: Emma Penn with her Cocker Spaniel, Piper, and certificate and trophy

Success: Vet Amanda Foo with 
certificate, Karen Hutton and 
Melanie Sterling 



Rocking with laughter

BUSINESS SUPPORT UPDATE
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The VetPartners business support team helps 
practices to deliver a great service.

Here, Business Support Director Fiona Nichol 
discusses how they’ve supported team during 
the pandemic.

You may remember in the last edition of The 
Tail we challenged our receptionists to send us 
stories of their funniest encounters with a pet 
in their practice. We had a great time reading 
through your entries and we are delighted to 
announce the winner is Emily Griffiths, from  
Ash Tree Vets, in Leicestershire. 

Well done Emily and hope you enjoyed your 
prize, a £100 Next gift card.

AS for us all, the last four months have been somewhat varied 
for the business support team. It’s been a time of creativeness, 
with virtual and remote support, as well as connecting our 
VetPartners family even more in times of need.

It has been awe-inspiring listening to the situations and 
challenges that practices teams have overcome, as well as the 
heart-warming stories of team community and client care.

Some of the areas we have created and supported include 
our farm support team webinar series. This involved four live 
interactive workshops, enhancing the skills and knowledge of 
support teams, looking at topics like team dynamics, feedback 
and communication, plus leadership and management 
techniques. The feedback from the sessions was really positive 
and developing our remote connections will be a consistent 
theme for us alongside the learning and development team in 
the future.

Other areas include remote interview support. It’s amazing 
what can be achieved in the face of adversity and how 
we can maximise efficiencies, so remote interviewing up 
in Scotland was the name of the game!  We have been on 
hand to coach leadership teams on process flow and to 
really evaluate the most efficient and effective ways to help 
practices, whilst providing the best possible experience for 
our clients. Even small initiatives like using raffle tickets for 
repeat med collection, then communicating the correlating 
number to clients, can really speed up the process and 
ensure a smooth outcome.

Remote regional meetings have been a consistent thread 
we have facilitated, enhancing regional networking, sharing 
challenges and successes so others can learn and enhance 
what they do.

Overall, we have aimed to provide a consistent level of 
support, coaching and facilitation during the ever evolving 
situations we have all been in. Sometimes an ear to listen to, 
a different perspective to the situation and other times some 
light-hearted relief to bring a smile to each other’s faces.

IT was an unusually quiet shift, the most exciting thing I’d 
seen was a cat with odd shaped nipples. I was considering 
taking the last digestive when suddenly, a flustered lady 
charges in saying “Help, there’s an abandoned poodle tied 
up in a field!” I struggle to recall the protocol for that 
situation, then realise there isn’t one. 

A vet mistakenly wanders in and seeing the frantic lady, 
enquires as to the predicament. The lady recounts that she 
has spotted an orange poodle (are poodles orange?) tethered 
in a field. We agree to mount a daring mission to said field 
to rescue the poor pup.

We load the vet’s car with muzzle and poodle freeing 
equipment. We drive off with the lady in tow. We arrive at the 
field. We climb a five-bar gate. We trudge across the field.  

Spotting the dog I think, that pup is very still, quite stiff 
in fact, but yet strangely upright.  “Hey boy,” I call out....
nothing....no movement....not a blink, his little tail strangely 
un-poodle like....more mane-like.  We draw closer, I’m 
squinting eagerly into the low evening sun, and have 
the dawning realisation that we’ve just arranged a 
full-blown rescue mission for a rocking horse.

Win: Emily with her prize

LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

Learning & 
Development Update
WITH 
ROB WILLIAMS

Learning Platform British Veterinary Receptionist Association 

WE are preparing for the launch of an online learning 
platform, which we are in the process of designing and 
configuring. It will be launched in September with modules 
for our recently qualified vets on our Graduate Programme. 
After this, there will be a rolling launch of programmes 
and content and more news to follow in due course. 

One of the big advantages of using a platform to 
support learning is that we can deliver live training events 
without the disruption of taking people out of practice. 
Subject modules will revolve around these live events 
with supporting material in the form of video, podcasts, 
reading material and recorded webinars. The live event 
will then put this content in context through group 
discussion and case studies.

VetPartners have partnered with the British Veterinary 
Receptionist Association (BVRA) to provide the opportunity 
for all of our colleagues working in a reception role in 
practice to join the BVRA.

BVRA is the first and only veterinary organisation 
dedicated to the reception role. Membership brings with 
it complimentary online training, the Bronze Award and 
the Competent Dispenser Award. We strongly recommend 
that everyone taking up a BVRA membership completes 
this online training. There is also an annual veterinary 
receptionist conference and an online forum.

For vets and nurses, we will start to introduce reflective 
learning as a component of our training in response to 
changes in how RCVS require CPD to be recorded. For 
each learning resource, whether it’s a one-off event or 
programme of events, we will also provide a QR code that 
you can scan into your RCVS 1CPD app to record your 
CPD activity.

This is an exciting development, and hopefully one you 
will find a valuable addition to your learning activities in 
the years to come.

Lora’s career success
A YEAR of hard work and sacrifice has 
paid off for Lora Briggs. 
Lora, senior HR business partner at VetPartners, 
has achieved a Level 7 Advanced Certificate in Human 
Resources Management.

Modules covering employment law, resource 
management, managing employee relations and 
reward management.

It meant studying during weekends and evenings, with 
essays, course work and attending classes, but Lora 
was prepared to put in the extra effort to boost her 
knowledge and confidence.

Lora, who plans to continue her learning, said: “I want 
to develop my HR career and hopefully this will help 
me. I have invested in me and my children, Henry and 
Matilda, because I want to do well in my career for 
us as a family. 

“It’s been hard work, but I feel I’ve got a lot out of it, 
and my employment law knowledge has 
increased significantly.”

Lora’s top 3 tips for studying for extra qualifications

You’ve got to really want to do it and know what you want out of 
it, otherwise you’ll resent the amount of study time.

Develop a support network of colleagues, family and friends who 
will encourage you.

Never leave course work until the last minute. You owe it to yourself 
to do a good job and it is worth putting in the extra effort.

2

3
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Production Animal 
Clinical Board (PACB)

Small Animal Clinical 
Board (SACB)

The Production Animal Clinical Board 
(PACB) blazed the trail for adapting to 
the new circumstances as they hosted 
their first meeting of the year in a virtual 
format in March. The Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs), a network of people 
with similar interests from different 
practices within the VetPartners family, 
have started to also meet online.

Current activities include:

Mobility: This group, led by Emily Craven 
(Oakwood), is working on a project 
looking at the use of NSAIDs in lame cows 
by engaging the whole lameness team – 
vets, techs, farmers and foot trimmers.

The SACB has been mostly asked, re-
asked and asked again about vaccination. 
All the support documentation that we 
have produced for the group around 
vaccination has been discussed and 
debated by the team – thank you! We 
haven’t managed to have meetings 
during the CV19 pandemic due to the 
current situation in practices, but we have 
managed to have ‘SACB social drinks’ in 
the Zoom room and compared masks, 
rotas and cocktail recipes!

To find out more about the projects and resources mentioned, 
please visit the Clinical Board pages on vetNet or contact 
Clinical.Board@vetpartners.co.uk 

Thank you to all the members of our species clinical boards and associated 
SIGs. We appreciate the help you give to the VetPartners family. In the 
last few months, when the group has been hugely challenged, you have 
stepped up to advise and support us when we most needed it – 
THANK YOU!

And finally….

DR RACHEL DEAN 
DIRECTOR OF 
CLINICAL 
RESEARCH AND 
EXCELLENCE IN 
PRACTICE

TIM SHEARMAN 
DIRECTOR OF 
REGULATORY & 
PROFESSIONAL 
AFFAIRS

TB: Led by Sarah Tomlinson and Holly 
Shearman (Westpoint), the TB group 
made an awesome effort to create a 
seven-page long evidence-based 
response to the DEFRA consultation 
on badger culling and vaccination in 
Edge areas (contact Clinical.Board@
vetpartners.co.uk if you haven’t seen 
it yet).

Infectious disease: The group, led by 
Louise White (Wood Vets), including 
people from all UK home nations, is 
focussing on BVD, and how we can 
develop a strategy for control and 
prevention for all.

The ECB met for the first time officially 
since the impact of CV19 in July and have 
started work with the equine SIGs.

The Internal Medicine SIG, led by Jamie 
Prutton (Liphook) and Hannah Smith 
(Gillivervet), have finished a new resource, 
‘decision making when using antibiotics 
in equine wounds’ - great for helping our 
antibiotic stewardship.

Equine Clinical 
Board (ECB)

Our Cardiology SIG has finished the 
use of cardiac biomarkers in cats and 
dogs, which demystifies the use of these 
tests and we are currently looking for two 
new members of the SACB. Sadly, Prue 
Neath and Alasdair McGuire have left for 
pastures new. If you are interested, please 
complete the following survey to express 
your interest: https://www.surveymonkey.
co.uk/r/SACBrecruit0320 

We will leave the application process 
open until the end of the summer as some 
colleagues are not back at work or yet 
able to consider this.

Who’s who?
CO-CHAIRS OF CLINICAL BOARD

Director of Clinical Research and 
Excellence in Practice: Rachel Dean

Caroline Scobie 
Westway (Chair of Small Animal 
Clinical Board)

Tamsin Harris Bryant 
Penbode (Chair of Production 
Animal Board)

Russell Parker 
Liphook (Chair of Equine 
Clinical Board)

Director of Regulatory and 
professional affairs: Tim Shearman

MEMBERS OF CLINICAL BOARD

Jo Malone 
CEO

Rob Williams 
(Head of Organisational Development)

Victoria Fyfe 
Practice Standards Manager

Greg Dixon 
Valley Vets (Chair of the Ethics 
Special Interest Group)

Case of the month

Margot Hunter BVMS MRCVS 
Clinical Director, Dunedin Vets

BURI is a very active, four-year-old 
German Shepherd dog. In November 
2019, Buri presented at one of our 
branches with polydipsia polyuria. 
When examined, it was noted that 
he had a multiple lymphadenopathy. 
FNA’s were taken from multiple 
lymph nodes, which on microscopic 
examination, revealed several large, 
multinucleated cells. Buri then had 
lymph node biopsies performed under 
anaesthesia. The samples confirmed that 
Buri had large cell, centroblastic, low 
grade lymphoma.

Buri’s owner agreed to him receiving 
chemotherapy. For five months, each 
week Buri attended the surgery for 
cyclophosphamide and vincristine 
injections. Every three weeks he 
attended Edinburgh Vet School for 
doxorubicin injections.  He also took 
chemotherapeutic doses of prednisolone 
daily.  He had haematology and 
biochemistry blood tests weekly and 
had urine samples examined too. He 
was an excellent patient, being so

cooperative when the chemotherapy was 
being administered. The vet and nurse 
administering the chemotherapy, wore their 
chemotherapy PPE and were in isolation 
with Buri.  He responded very well to his 
treatment.  His lymph nodes reduced rapidly. 
He remained happy, eating well and had very 
few side effects from the chemotherapy.

When lockdown came, the Vet School 
were unable to administer his last dose of 
doxorubicin.  We continued to give him his 
chemotherapy weekly, until he received his 
very last dose.  At the practice we decided 
to ring the final chemotherapy bell & 
give him a round of applause, which he 
justly deserved.  Buri continues to take 
prednisolone and lomoustine regularly. We 
hope he has the wonderful life he deserves.

Camelids: Ami Sawran and this SIG 
have been extremely productive and we 
have two resources for the group:

•  TB testing in camelids 

•  Camelid formulary

We need more members for the 
udder, reproduction/fertility, farmer 
communications and nutrition SIGs so 
please get in touch.

We need your help with three projects by completing the following 
‘How do I…. survey’ (where relevant):

1. Sweetictch: https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/EQSweetItJul20 

2. Castration: https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/CastrEq1  

3. Post covering use of antibiotic: 
https://www.surveymonkey co.uk/r/PostCoverEq1 

There are prizes for participating!

Mobility: Foot trimming in progress

Joy: Dunedin Vets team ring the bell to signal Buri has all-clear from cancer

Joy: Dunedin senior nurse Fiona McLaren and Buri

CASE OF 
THE MONTH

Nasty: New resource on antibiotic use
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Rising to challenge

We presented everyone with a series of challenges as a way 
of bringing everyone together and sharing some fun.

It culminated in VetPartners’ Got Talent, hosted by CEO Jo 
Malone on Zoom, with the multi-talented team from Eastgate 
Vets winning with their rendition of Pachelbel’s Canon.

VetPartners’ Got Talent was the idea of Emily Buckley, from 
Liphook Equine Hospital. 

Challenge 1 - The Great VetPartners Bake Off
Winners:  Millie from Ashbrooke Equine Hospital – Loo Roll Cake

Receptionist Julia from Oakwood Veterinary Group – Practice Scene 

Challenge 2 - How Long Can You Plank?
Winner: Cornwall Dairy Vets’ Clinical Director Phil Dawber – 
11 Minutes, 10 Seconds

 
Challenge 3 - Art Attack
Winner: Eastgate Vets

 
Challenge 4 - Build A Bear
Winner: Woodcroft Vets – video on the Facebook page

 
Challenge 5 Fancy Dress…With A Twist
Winner: Poultry Health Services – video montage

FROM cooking to planking to singing and 
playing musical instruments, VetPartners 
practice teams showed there is no end to  
their talents during lockdown.

VETPARTNERS NEWS
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COFFEE BREAK

Russell Parker
Spotlight on...

I am a member of the surgical team 
at Liphook Equine Hospital, where 
I see a wide variety of surgery and 
lameness cases.

I also chair the VetPartners Equine 
Clinical Board, which focuses on 
clinical decision making, and is a 
great way to interact with other 
colleagues across the group.

I always wanted to be an equine  
vet and a surgeon so feel very 
fortunate that I’ve ended up where 
I am, although this wanes a little 
when a colic comes in at 2am. 

Name of first pet? 

A white rat called Ratfink. She spent a lot of time sitting in  
my sleeve and would occasionally emerge at meal times to steal 
food from my plate, much to the disapproval of my parents.

Share a laugh with us and win a shopping spree –  
courtesy of The Tail!

How would you like to win a £50 gift card for Marks & Spencer?

Email entries to: sarah.harrison@vetpartners.co.uk

Got a story to share in The Tail?

Amanda Little –  
Editor 
Senior PR and 
Communications Manager 
07970 198 492 
amanda.little@vetpartners.co.uk

In 2012, I became a diplomat of the European College of 
Veterinary Surgeons and was a lecturer in equine surgery.

My professional interests include all aspects of equine  
surgery, lameness investigation and diagnostic imaging.

I’m also a member of the Association of Racecourse  
Veterinary Surgeons.

Outside of work, I’m married and have two young daughters, 
Violet, aged seven, and Cressida, five, who are already taking 
a keen interest in the family dogs and horses. I enjoy riding, 
outdoor sports and cooking when time allows.

Name of current pets? 

We have quite a menagerie at  
the moment and I am trying  
(unsuccessfully) to operate a  
one in, one out policy. We have 
two horses, Dave, an overweight  
New Forest pony for the kids,  
and Oliver, an ancient eventer,  
who is retired. The two dogs are  
Khali, a saluki, and Lenny, a collie  
cross. Buzz, the cat, is constantly  
trying to make friends with our three mice. 

Best advice anyone gave you?

My five-year-old daughter recently proclaimed in the bath:  
“If you have a fish, buy a tank. If you don’t have a fish, don’t buy  
a tank.” It’s hard to argue with her logic.

Tell us something we don’t know about you?

I did most of the extension on our last house myself. It’s  
amazing what you can pick up on YouTube.

What job if you weren’t a vet?

Polo player. I might also need to win the Lottery, too.

What would be your last meal?

Steak and dauphinoise potatoes because it’s delicious.

Three favourite songs on playlist

1. Blinding Lights by The Weeknd.  Great exercise tune.

2. Inside by Stiltskin. Reminds me of my teenage years.

3. Low by Flo Rida. Takes me back to dingy clubs.

Tell us about your funniest encounter with a pet or animal  
at your practice in no more than 200 words.
We’ll publish the winning entry in the next edition of  
The Tail and the winner will receive a treat on us.


